
Gain the skills for promoting impact-driven research and initiating evidence-
based actions as a HEAL fellow. Now accepting applications through July 12.

Are you a Ph.D. candidate or postdoctoral researcher in any college at Georgia
Tech and driven to improve human and environmental health?

What is the HEAL Fellows Program?

The Health and Environment Allied Leadership (HEAL) Fellows Program is a NEW opportunity for Georgia Tech 
trainees to connect with peers and faculty across all GT colleges and receive interdisciplinary training to advance 
interconnected human and environmental health. Trainees will engage with regional and national academic 
experts, community leaders, and policy makers to initiate collaborations towards science-informed, sustainable 
actions with public impact.

SPONSORED BY THE BOURROUGHS WELLCOME FUND

What does the program entail?

Monthly topical seminars with Georgia Tech and Atlanta-based experts on human and environmental health 
research, field challenges, and  translational actions

Two semesters (August 2022-May 2023), 6 hour/month time commitment, $2k in additional compensation•
Six interactive workshops traning fellows in skills like community partnerships, system thinking, and more•

An interactive symposium organized by fellows, bringing together local and national academic, 
policy, and community experts

•

•

Opportunity to design and initiate an interdisciplinary, translational project with fellow teams•

Who is eligible to apply?

Postdoctoral researchers or Ph.D. candidates in any Georgia Tech college 
working in a field related to human health and/or environmental health, or 
any closely related field that aims to translate evidence-based data into 
public action are eligible to apply. Open to U.S. and non-U.S. citizens.

How do I apply?

By Tuesday, July 12 (11:59 ET), applicants should submit an online 
application including a one-page CV highlighting relevant teaching, research, 
volunteer, and/or publication experience, a signed letter from their supervisor 
approving of participation in the program, and four short, personal 
statements as detailed on the application webpage.

Learn more and apply at 
sites.gatech.edu/healfellows


